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ABSTRACT. A unified approach to prove former connectivity results of Tutte, Cunningham, Inukai and Weinberg, Oxley and Wagner. 
1 Introduction We assume familiarity with elementary matroid theory and graph theory. Graphs in this note are finite and have no isolated vertices. The terminology used in this note for matroids and graphs will in general follow Oxley [5] and Bondy and Murty [1], respectively. A cycle in a graph G is a 2-regular connected graph. The term circuit is reserved for matroids. This note considers the relationship between the n-connection of a ma­troid on the edge set of a graph G and the n-connection of the graph G.Such a problem was first studied by Tutte in [9], where Tutte characterized graphs G with Tutte n-connected cycle matroid ( to be defined in Section 2) in terms of partitions of the edge set E( G) with certain properties. Sim­pler proof was later found by Cunningham [2]. Pursuing the relationshipbetween vertex connectivity of a graph G and the corresponding conceptin matroids, Cunningham [2], lnukai and Weinberg [3], and Oxley [6] in­dependently discovered the notion of vertical connectivity of a matroid,*Partially supported by Butler University Faculty Fellowship (1994)f Partially supported by NSA grant MDA904-94-H-2012 and West Virginia UniversitySenate Research Grant ( 1993) ARS COMBINATORIA 52(1999), pp. 239-250 





















